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stops very small. For such service1 only is the induction motor
considered advisable* ut present in spite of its advantages of sim-
plicity, low maintenance charge's and its ability to regenerate
energy upon down grades.
Frequency.—The question of frequency has not been directly
referred to in the above discussion. If rcferener be nia.de again
to the factors which were necessarily changed in tin* direct current
motor to adapt it to alternating current operation it will be noted
that these, factors, principally reactance voltages, are reduced by
reduced frequency. The lower the frequency, therefore, tho
easier it becomes to design a satisfactory alternating current rail-
way motor and the greater the capacity which it is possible to
obtain with a given sixe and weight of frame and, therefore, the
greater the capacity that can be supplied to a single truck or to a
single pair of driving wheels.
Motor Design. *- Although the details of motor design cannot
be discussed at length, a few of the mechanical features which
must be given careful consideration by the designer and the rail-
way operator may well be* called to miml. Mo,st of the* difficult
problems in connection with the design and construction of rail-
way motors result from the* necessity of crowding a large amount
of power into a space necessarily limited by .standard wheel gauge,
demands for light, weights, low ear floors and large clearance*** be-
tween motor frame and track. Large gear ration are usually
desirable, especially in city service, in order to keep flic* energy
consumption low and to make line of a high speed and therefore a
light and inexpensive motor* Large gear ratios, however, neees-
hi fate smaller clearances, thinner hearing sleeve^ smaller axles and
low pilch gears, any one of which resulth may prove objection-
able if not carefully limited. The designer, *ifid the representative
of the operating company responsible for motor KpeeificiitionH
must, therefore, adopt ft compromise between them* extremes*
The selection of hearing inetui is also it compromise. A bab-
bitted bearing in a steel shell is cheapest, most easily repaired
and offers a superior wearing surface for high wpmlw* On tho
oilier handy it in impossible to obtain the intimate amalgam bond
between babbitt and steel that exists between babbitt and brass
or bronze and the lining is likely to work loose. Further, if there
in any play in the box its Hunt in the frame ih apt to be wriouHiy
worn if a Htc*«»l shell i« u«e<L Babbitt h!ho wears rapidly urtd tho
noticssury to line it stftd nhdl may wear mifftcicntly to
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